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Abstract 

The results of research of an assistive multimodal interface 

(MMI) for assistance to doctors during the surgery operation 

and other medical applications are presented in the paper. 

Novel design of MMI is an “automatic assistant” for 

multimodal control of the medical equipment during the 

surgery operation, when a doctor operates with sterile hands 

and manipulates with surgical armaments. The automatic 

Speech Recognition Device (SRD) combined with Head-

tracking Pointing Device (HPD) provides the reliability and 

natural way for control of the medical equipment or a 

computer. The ability of pointing the image zone of interest 

and viewing 3D images controlled by head movements and 

human-operator’s speech gives new features to MMI, 

especially for Stereo Visualization Device (SVD) of medical 

images (computer tomogram, endoscope, thermography, 

ultrasonic, and X-ray images) with usage of stereo-displays or 

stereo-glasses. Main goal of MMI design is improvement of 

the medical equipment control, including the medical 

computer visualization system, for diagnostic and surgery 

operations, training of doctors and students. 

1. Introduction 

In the multimodal system three modalities are combined: 

speech, head movements and stereo viewing of images 

controlled by voice or head gestures commands. 

The structure of the assistive multimodal system and 

some experimental results of control of medical equipment 

are presented in the paper. The previous research of automatic 

speech recognition and head tracking systems were made in 

SPIIRAS for disabled people and considered in papers [1, 2]. 

The multimodal interface for disable people is a low-cost 

means for a natural control of cursor position on computer’s 

monitor without usage of hands by head movements and 

speech commands. 

The main aim of the current research consists in 

modification of the standard medical equipment of hospitals 

(Figure 1). The automatic work place (AWP) with MMI for a 

doctor (surgeon) has some features (Figure 2): 

• Digital processing and visualization of medical images 

(X-ray, endoscopic), including 3D-viewing directly in 

Operating Room (OR) in real time mode; 

• Usage of voice commands instead of pushing buttons 

(knobs) on control panel of medical equipment; 

• Head’s gesture pointing of a medical image zone of 

interest instead of mouse (trackball) usage. 

The main modules of the three-modal MMI for medical 

applications are Speech Recognition Device (SRD), Head 

tracking Pointing Device (HPD), Stereo-Viewing 

Device (SVD) controlled by voice and head gestures. 

 

Figure 1. The Operating Room  

 

Figure 2. The automatic work place (AWP) with MMI 

During surgery operation a doctor can not turn away his 

hands from a patient and push any buttons. He can only 

pronounce voice commands to human-assistant (medical 

staff) who can push the buttons. So it is impossible (or 

difficult) to push the buttons with sterile hands of doctors. 

Certainly the special sterilized control panel is used for this 

purpose, but this panel is not convenient in sterilized place of 

surgical table.  

It is more conveniently for doctor or assistant to control 

the medical equipment by voice commands and natural 

gestures. In this case many routine functions of human-

assistant can be fulfilled automatically without human-

assistant, especially during the X-ray medical diagnostics. 

With usage of MMI the operation time and X-ray radiation 

dose for assistants are significantly decreased. 

3D X-ray image 

Endoscopic monitor 
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MMI with remote control also can be successfully applied 

for advanced mechatronic systems and medical robotics for 

extreme (epidemic) conditions, Internet-diagnostics and 

ancillary medical activities [7, 8]. 

2. Advanced features of assistive MMI design 

The assistive MMI for medical applications (“automatic 

assistant”) is based on some principles: 

• Very comfortable and natural conditions for a user’s 

control without any restrictions for his natural (intuitive) 

behaviour using human experience and professional skills 

and professional language (slang); 

• Robust and reliable voice command recognition system of 

doctor’s commands in OR conditions; 

• Simple training and adaptation of MMI to user’s context 

and applied tasks; 

• 3D visualization, controlled by natural motions of 

operator’s head, with visual effect close to the holographic 

viewing. 

The common architecture of three-modal system is 

presented in Figure 3. In contrast to uni-modal systems during 

development of multimodal interfaces, there exist new key 

problems connected with synchronization, joint processing 

and fusion of multimodal information. 
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Figure 3. The architecture of three-modal assistive MMI 

The term “information fusion” encompasses any area 

which deals with utilizing a combination of information 

acquired from multiple sources (sensor, databases…), either 

to generate an improved representation, or to reach a more 

robust decision, for example in information retrieval systems 

or in device control systems. Humans utilize multimodal data 

fusion every day. Some examples are: use of both eyes, seeing 

and touching, or seeing and hearing which improves 

reliability in noisy situations. 

In the developed multimodal system three modalities are 

used: speech, head movements and output stereo-vision. Both 

input modalities are active [2], their inputs into the system 

must be controlled continuously by the computer. Each of the 

active modalities transmits own semantic information: head 

position indicates on the coordinates of some marker (cursor) 

in current moment, and speech transmits the information 

about meaning of the action, which must be performed with 

an object selected by cursor (or irrespectively to the cursor).  

The synchronization of modalities is performed by the 

following way: concrete marker position is calculated at 

beginning of the phrase input (i.e. at the moment of triggering 

the algorithm for speech endpoint detection). It is connected 

with the problem that during phrase pronouncing the cursor 

can be moved and to the end of speech command recognition 

the cursor can indicate on another graphical object, moreover 

the command which must be fulfilled is appeared in the brain 

of a human in short time before beginning of phrase input. 

3. Speech Recognition Device (SRD) 

For automatic Russian speech recognition the original system 

SIRIUS (SPIIRAS Interface for Recognition and Integral 

Understanding of Speech) developed in Speech Informatics 

Group of SPIIRAS is applied. SIRIUS had already used 

successfully for automatic speech recognition in several 

multimodal applications [3]. This automatic speech 

recognition system is mainly intended for recognition of 

Russian speech and contains several original approaches for 

processing of Russian speech and language, in particular, the 

morphemic level of the representation of Russian speech and 

language (Figure 4) [4, 5]. 
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Figure 4. The common architecture of Russian ASR 

For speech parameterization the mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients (MFCC features) with first and second 

derivatives are used. The recognition of phonemes, 

morphemes and words is based on HMM methods. In applied 

phonetic alphabet for Russian there are 48 phonemes: 12 for 

vowels (including stressed and unstressed vowels) and 36 for 

consonants (including hard and soft consonants). As 

acoustical models the Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) of 

triphones with mixture Gaussian probability density functions 

are used. HMM of triphones have 3 meaningful states (and 2 

additional states for concatenation of triphones in the models 

of morphemes) [6]. 
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It is necessary to emphasize that for the task of voice 

command recognition, where the size of vocabulary is less 

than thousands of words, the vocabulary is composed simply 

as list of all the word-forms in the task. But for more complex 

task with medium or large vocabulary the morphemic level of 

processing should be applied.  

The Speech Recognition Device (SRD) includes the 

radio-microphone headset, speech processor (microcomputer), 

algorithms and speech recognition software. The medical 

applications with natural speech human-computer interaction 

have some important advantages: 

• Hand-frees control of medical equipment by a doctor 

(without carrying over doctor’s hand from patient to 

control panel); 

• It is not necessary the presence of human-assistant in OR 

for execution of surgeon’s voice commands; 

• It is not required for doctor to study and look for sequence 

of pushing buttons during the medical operation; 

• Natural language of speech commands is more natural for 

understanding of command meaning; 

• Time delay of command execution by “automatic 

assistant” is less than by human-assistant. 

The SRD for medical assistance includes 18 voice 

commands in Russian (Table 1) but this list can be increased 

easily. 

Table 1. The list of voice commands in the application 

№ Russian voice command English equivalent 

1 «Кадр»  “Frame” 

2 «Стерео» “Stereo” 

3 «Просмотр» “View” 

4 «Стоп» “Stop” 

5 «Серия» “Series” 

6 «Следующая» “Next” 

7 «Предыдущая» “Above” 

8 «Видео» “Video” 

9 «Печать» “Print” 

10 «Удалить» “Delete” 

11 «Отослать» “Send” 

12 «Уменьшить яркость» “Brightness less” 

13 «Увеличить яркость» “Brightness higher” 

14 «Уменьшить контрастность» “Contrast less”  

15 «Увеличить контрастность» “Contrast higher” 

16 «Еще» “More” 

17 «Включить микрофон» “Microphone on”  

18 «Выключить микрофон» “Microphone off” 

4. Head tracking Pointing Device 

This paper proposes a new intelligent MMI with Head 

tracking Pointing Device (HPD) for tracking natural man-

operator’s head motion instead of hand-controlling motions. 

We intend to use the HPD to measure a human-operator’s 

head motion instead of a mouse or a joystick to control the 

cursor position on screen. 

The main methods realized in HPD are coordination of 

natural head movements and movements of virtual and real 

3D images, measurements of spatial position and orientation 

of head in real time mode, high accuracy and reliability in real 

medical conditions of Operating Room (OR). HPD hardware 

is realized by USB-camera with lightweight Reference Device 

Unit (RDU) (see Figure 5) [9, 10].  

Main advantages of HPD usage in assistive MMI are: 

• Low cost hardware with special software; 

• Light-weight radio-microphone headset with RDU for 

head tracking; 

• Optical accuracy measurements with automatic 

correction; 

• Real work conditions (light interference protection); 

• 3D control of position and orientation of virtual objects or 

real medical images. 

 

Figure 5. Light-weight RDU and USB-camera of HPD 

5. Stereo-Viewing Device controlled by voice 

and head gestures 

The novel Stereo-Viewing Device (SVD) controlled by voice 

and head gestures for medical (surgery) application is an 

output modality of assistive MMI (see above Figure 3). The 

advantages of 3D medical viewing are well known. 

The new abilities of medical application based on 

combining 3D visualization SVD with voice 

recognition (SRD) and gesture commands (HPD) are: 

• Spatial pointing by natural head direction and depth of a 

local zone of interest in 3D medical images or pushing a 

“virtual button” in 3D Virtual Operating Room; 

• By head movement a doctor can control the point of-

viewing of 3D scene and see the effect similar to hologram 

viewing (pseudo holographic effect); 

• Zooming medical images by voice or gesture command; 

• Voice commands for controlling the frames sequence of a 

medical image; 

• Voice control for the display parameters (brightness, 

contrast, etc.). 
The design of SVD for medical applications has been 

developed in different versions. LITCR has developed the 

prototype of SVD for visualization of 3D virtual images 

mixed (augmented) with real medical images, registered in 

real time mode on computer monitor with stereo-glasses 

(Figure 6) [11, 12]. 

 

Figure 6. The SVD with PC monitor 
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The more comfortable SVD with stereo-glasses and color 

display, combined with HPD, was also developed by LITCR 

SPIIRAS. In this SVD a doctor-surgeon can see the 3D color 

images with free head movements and it is not necessary to 

look at PC monitor (Figure 7). But in this case a doctor can 

not see the real environment or a patient. 

The novel design of SVD with see-throw helmet-mounted 

color stereo-display (HMD) takes ability of viewing 3D color 

medical images directly on real environment or a patient 

without any restrictions. The sample of a see-throw HMD is 

shown on Figure 8. 

 

Figure 7. The SVD with stereo-glasses displays 

 

Figure 8. The “See-Throw” HMD 

6. The experimental results of MMI testing for 

medical applications 

The assistive MMI has been experimentally tested on standard 

medical equipment RUM-20M (see Figure 1) upgraded by an 

automatic doctor’s work place (AWP) with digital processing 

and visualization of medical images (X-ray, endoscopic) and 

3D-viewing of medical images of Operating Room in real 

time mode. The Automatic Work Place (AWP) configuration 

includes (see Figure 2): 

• Computers Pentium-4 and software realization of AWP 

functions; 

• Digital processing unit and visualization of medical 

images (X-ray, endoscopic) (Figure 9); 

• System of 3D-viewing for Operating Room; 

• Remote console of AWP (Figure 10). 

During the diagnostic operations with AWP the main 

advantage is an automatic control and digital processing of 

medical images in real time mode. A doctor can control the 

medical equipment by an assistive MMI in OR. A doctor uses 

Speech Recognition Device (SRD) instead of the remote 

console. 

 

Figure 9. The monitor of AWP 

 

Figure 10. The remote console of AWP 

The commands of AWP can be divided into: 

1). “Research”: perception, processing and visualization of 

medical images in real time mode. 

The typical commands of real time control are: 

- “Frame” – storage of one frame of image; 

- “Series” – storage of sequences of image; 

- “Video” – video-recording of medical processes (X-ray, 

endoscopic). 

2). “Analysis”: viewing, digital processing of database of 

images. 

The typical commands for off-line control are: 

- “View” – viewing the images from database; 

- “Stereo” – viewing the stereo images; 

- “Search” – finding the determined images of a patient or 

diseases; 

- “Print” – printing of images on a printer; 

- “Delete” – deleting the images; 

- “Send” – transmitting the images and diagnostic data to 

the experts. 

All these voice commands can be recognized 

automatically by SRD. 

Some experimental results of MMI testing in Alexander’s 

Hospital of St. Petersburg are presented below. The time 

delays of doctor’s voice command with human-assistant 

execution (A) and for voice command with assistive MMI 

(“automatic assistant”) execution (B) are compared. 

A). Time delay for traditional procedure of doctor’s command 

to assistant for the medical equipment control is: 

TD-А = tDVC + tP + tAVU + tAS + tAP, 

TACP = (tDVC + tP + tAVU+ tAP)×N×K, 

where: 

TD-А – time of doctor’s command to assistant, 

TACP – time of cursor (marks) pointing of medical images by 

assistant with voice doctor’s command, 

tDVC  – time of doctor’s pronounce of voice command, 

tP      – time of pause in pronunciation,  

tAVU  – time of assistant’s understanding of voice command, 

X-ray Endoscopic 
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tAS    – time of assistant’s searching of necessary button on 

control panel, 

tAP    – time of assistant’s pushing a control button, 

N      –the amount of attempts for pointing with mouse of 

tracking ball, 

K      – the amount of directions (coordinates) of medical 

images (2D images or 3D images). 
After experimental testing the estimation of time delay of 

procedure “doctor tells - assistant executes”: 

TD-A = (1…2) +0.5 +1+ (1…2) + 0.5 = 4...6 sec. 

TACP-2 = (1.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 1) × 2 × 1= 8 sec. 

TACP-3 = (1.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 1) × 3 × 1= 12 sec. 

B). Time delay for doctor’s command to “automatic assistant” 

(assistive MMI) for medical equipment control is: 

TК-MMI = tDVC + tP + tMMIVA + tMMIE, 

TACP = tDVC + tP + tMMIVA+ tMMIP, 

where: 

TК-MMI – time of doctor’s command to assistive MMI, 

tMMIVA – time delay of analysis of doctor’s voice command, 

tMMIE   – time of MMI execution of doctor’s command, 

tMMIP   – time of MMI pointing cursor on medical image after 

doctor head moving (pointing). 
After experimental testing the estimation of time delay of 

procedure “doctor tells - MMI executes”: 

TD-A = (1…2 ) + 0.5 + 1 + 0.1 = 2.6…3.6 sec. 

TACP-2 = (1.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 1) = 4 sec. 

TACP-3 = (1.5 + 0.5 + 1 + 1) = 4 sec. 

The experimental results show twice saving of time for 

command execution using the assistive MMI. 

7. Conclusions 

The result of joint work of two laboratories of SPIIRAS is an 

assistive multimodal human-computer interface. The 

interaction between a user and a machine is performed by 

voice and head movements. In order to process these data 

streams the modules of speech recognition and head tracking 

were developed. The testing of medical equipment with MMI 

at hospitals has been validated the efficacy of developed 

assistive MMI (“automatic assistance”). The experimental 

research of novel multimodal technology of human-machine 

interaction showed that a doctor using the MMI can control 

the medical equipment in 1.5–2 times faster than traditional 

control with human-assistant. Main directions of applications 

of the assistive MMI in medicine and other applications are: 

• Advanced computer interfaces for natural interaction with 

medical equipment and PC; 

• Pseudo-holographic effect of perception of 3D images in 

3D displays or projective ones; 

• Home (office) assistive mechatronic (robot-like) devices 

and domestic equipment control;  

• Telemedicine systems, medical and rehabilitation systems 

for ordinary or disabled persons; 

• Education technologies and entertainments, museums, 

games; 

• Simulators for training of medical staff, operators of 

nuclear stations, aviation, ships, spaceships, etc.; 

• Advanced telecontrol with effect-of-present in remote 

environments; 

• Control of multi-agent mechatronic systems; 

• Geo-information systems for airports, railway stations, etc.  
The future research and development of multimodal 

human-machine interaction technology will allow creating the 

medical commercial applications and getting the medical 

certificate for the assistive MMI in Russia and CIS. 
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